
Historical Records on FamilySearch.org 
 

When FamilySearch.org was released in in May 1999, the traffic load in the first few days was 
overwhelming and crashed the website. The original home page for 
FamilySearch.org was the gateway to the historical records collection. Today, 
Historical Records are accessed from the FamilySearch homepage using the drop 
down menu under Search and by selecting Records. New collections are being 
uploaded as quickly as they are digitized and indexed. 
 
To understand how all this has come about, let’s go back a few years. Soon after 
becoming secretary of the Genealogical Society of Utah in 1928, Archibald F. 
Bennett came across a statement made in 1912 by Nephi Anderson, assistant 
secretary: 
“I see the records of the dead and their histories gathered from every nation under 

heaven to one great central library in Zion—the largest and best equipped for its particular work in the 
world... And so throughout the years reaching into the millennium of peace, this work of salvation will 
go on, until every worthy soul that can be found from earthly records will have been searched out and 
officiated for; and then the unseen world will come to our aid, the broken links will be joined, the 
tangled threads will be placed in order, and the purposes of God in placing salvation within the reach of 
all will have been consummated.” 
Nephi Anderson 
Hearts Turned to the Fathers, James B. Allen et al., BYU Studies, 1995, page 53 
Ensign, April 1982, The Microfilm Mission of Archibald F. Bennett 

 
Brother Bennett did not conceive at that time how this might be accomplished; a full decade would 
pass, in fact, before the technology of microfilm would become available as a means to fulfill Anderson’s 
prediction. But in time, Archibald Bennett would become the main force behind a microfilming program 
that would reach to all nations of the world. 
 

In order for us to understand how this came about and the jewel we have in these data bases of 
historical records, let’s review a little history. 
 

Historical Milestones in Family History 
1836 Elijah appears in Kirtland Temple 
1840 Baptism for the dead 
1842 Joseph Smith introduces the endowment 
1845 First endowments in the Nauvoo Temple 
1877 First proxy endowments in the St. George 
Temple 
1894 Wilford Woodruff receives revelation on 
sealing and the Genealogical Society is 
organized 
1938 Microfilming program 
1961 Name extraction 
1963 Granite Mountain Records Vault 

1964 Branch libraries/FH centers 
1965 Three-Generation Program 
1978 Stake Record Extraction 
1988 Indexing 
1993 TempleReady 
1999 FamilySearch  
2007 New.FamilySearch 
2012 Family Tree 
2013 Photos, stories & attaching sources from 
the person page on Family Tree 
2014 Partners, hints and descendancy view 
2015 Private Spaces and mobile apps 

 



Today the Historical Records Collection is most often accessed by clicking on Search Records from the 

person page on Family Tree or clicking on the Record Hints suggested, but it is important to know how to 

go directly to these collections and search the individual data bases. For example, if you are searching 

the parish records in England Births and Christenings, you can just put in a county and the names of the 

parents to find all the children. Or, if you are searching Pennsylvania, County Marriages, and have an 

unusual surname, you can find all the individuals with that surname who married during a certain time 

period or within a certain county. 

 

Search Historical Records by Collection 
On the Search Historical Records home page, click on 
Browse All Published Collections. 
From Historical Record Collections you can narrow the 
collection on the left and sort the collections by 
 Records and Last Updated on the right. The collections 
with images are shown with a camera. Browse Images 
means the collection is not yet searchable but you may 
scroll through it. Clicking on each collection brings up a 
search page and description of the records. 
 
 

                                                         
                                                         

Search Historical Records by Location 
Another option is to click on an area highlighted in Research by 
Location on the Historical Records home page. For example, if 
you click on United States, it brings up the option to select a 
particular state.  
 
After you select a state, Utah, for example, you are given 
information about the collections that include Utah and a link to 
Start researching in Utah, where you can search all the Utah data 
bases at once. If you click on Start researching in Utah you reach 
the Utah research page. 

 
 
 

 
C. Fugal, June 2015 

https://familysearch.org/search/collection/1473014
https://familysearch.org/search/collection/1589502

